Rolling Window
Transfer Quotas

Enforcing Usage Controls to Drive Network
Efficiency and Throughout
Bandwidth is today’s
currency, and, at all
times, network operators
must ensure reliable and
dependable throughput
for efficient performance.
This makes it imperative for
operators to keep control
of end-user behavior and
to set certain parameters
for network reliability.
Enforcing a real-time
maximum information rate
(MIR) is a critical aspect
of this process. Applying
enforcement elements, such as equalization, hierarchies, bursting and other real-time
manipulations, is necessary. Samsung Axis provides a unique solution that brings all these
control capabilities to network operators in a flexible, scalable and easy-to-use solution.
Real-time MIR manipulations, although necessary, have their own limitations, as they fail
to completely address end-user behavior. Most authentic end users need high speeds of
reliable and dependable connectivity at certain periods, when they are using bandwidthheavy applications. However, since this is not an on-going need, they are not willing to pay
a premium for the high speeds of connectivity. In this situation, enforcing transfer quotas
is an effective way of addressing the issue. The Samsung Axis solution enhances transfer
quotas to a higher level with the application of rolling windows and instant policy-based
enforcement manipulations.
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Operators can lay
policies and specify
time windows for the
detection of highutilization behavior
of end users, thereby
allowing rolling
windows quota
transfers. This builds
on top of the MIR
manipulations, which
are typically enforced
instantly and are
enabled for a few
seconds. However,
with the Samsung Axis solution, rolling window quotas can be configured for time thresholds
over minutes, hours, days or even months, depending on the network operators’ specifications.
This allows operators to man the same predictable overall bandwidth utilization over time,
which in turn results in end-user satisfaction while keeping a check on bandwidth utilization
and costs.

Deployment Methodology and Benefits
Setting lower limits of quota transfers can result in unsatisfactory experience for many end
users. Instead, an alternative way of deploying is to set higher default MIR—for example, 20
Mbps over 5 minutes of rolling window quota, which would then allot the entire end-user base
to include a 4 Mbps real-time MIR. The 10 Mbps MIR will be enough to satisfy most end users,
while the rolling window prevents usage abuse.
The solution enables network operators to make shifts in their policy settings. This enables
rolling window quotas to be tiered, which allows the incorporation of varied limits/reductions
to MIR based on whether heavy utilization behavior continues.

Assuring Network Efficiency Through a
Range of Plug-Ins
Network operators can also implement policies—based on usage behavior—of HTML upsell
advertising, overuse warnings and automatic redirection to a payment page through the
Samsung Axis solution. The solution is capable of enforcing a full spectrum of possibilities,
from communicating to the end user regarding the overage condition to exerting limited or
comprehensive control to modify end-user behavior.
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